Richard's equation was approximated by finite-difference numerical scheme to model water infiltration profile in variably unsaturated soil. The published data of Philip's semi-analytical solution was used to validate the simulated results from the numerical scheme. A discrepancy was found between the simulated and the published semi-analytical results. Morris method as a global sensitivity tool was used as an alternative to local sensitivity analysis to assess the results discrepancy. Morris method with different sampling strategies were tested, of which Manhattan distance method have resulted a better sensitivity measures and also a better scan of input space than Euclidean method. Moreover, Morris method at 㪀 㪀 and Manhattan distance sampling strategy, with only 2 extra simulation runs than local sensitivity analysis, was able to produce reliable sensitivity measures ( * , ). The sensitivity analysis results were cross-validated by Sobol' variance-based method with 150,000 simulation runs. The global sensitivity tool has identified three important parameters, of which spatial discretization size was the sole reason of the discrepancy observed. In addition, a high proportion of total output variance contributed by parameters and is suggesting a greater significant digits is required to reduce its input uncertainty range.
Introduction
Generally, there are two ways in testing sensitivity analysis. The commonly used method is to vary parameter value in certain percentage, i.e. 10, 20% or more (Vereecken et al. 1990 ; De Roo and Offermans 1995; Davis et al. 1997) , and calculate the sensitivity coefficient. The second method is to calculate sensitivity indices based on uncertainty of parameters, which could be gather from previous studies, for instance inFox et al. (2010) . While the former provides an overall understanding of each parameter under a defined percentage boundary, the later allows propagation of parameter uncertainty into the corresponding uncertainty in model output.
Morris method provides qualitative sensitivity measures by ranking parameters, and those with the least important parameters could be fixed, without affecting model output (Morris 1991 Morris method issuitable for factor fixing but not for factor prioritization (Saltelli et al. 2008a) , although effort has been made to improve this method into quantitative approach by increasing simulation runs (Campolongo et al. 2011) . In this study we would like to focus on the advantage of improved Morris Saltelli et al. 2008a) . Some other researchers would prefer different combination of levels and trajectories, such as 5 levels, 120 trajectories in Drouet et al. (2011) , and 10 levels, 100 trajectories in Moreau et al. (2013) . In this study, we would like to determine the extent to which the levels and trajectories could be reduced, while maintaining its screening ability, as an objective of our study. The motivation is obvious because the fewer the trajectory, fewer simulation runs would be required, which is a direct indication of lesser computational time. Quantitative method, for example variance-based method, can be applied for both factor fixing and factor prioritization, but high in computational cost. Variance-based method is a model free uncertainty analysis tool, and thus, it is used in various applications for sensitivity analysis, such as Kinetic Model for OH-initiated oxidation of DMS (Campolongo et al. 1999) , HYMOD model (Yang 2011 ), flood inundation model (HEC-RAS) (Pappenberger et al. 2008 ), dynamic responses of tomato to environment (TOMGRO) (Vazquez-Cruz et al. 2014) ,to improve process in mineral processing (Sepúlveda et al. 2014) , ecological model (Lagerwall et al. 2014) , etc. The usage of variance-based method is to quantify the variance contribution of input parameters to the unconditional variance of model output. This tool is generally applied to determine first order index ( ) and total effect index ( ). In this study, variance-based method is used as a tool to cross-validate the results from improved Morris method.
In general, sensitivity analysis can be used for various reasons (Saltelli et al. 2008b) . In model development, it can be used for the purposes of model validation or accuracy, simplification, calibration, coping with poor or missing data, and even to identify important parameter for further studies (Pannell 1997) . The aim of this study is to utilize sensitivity analysis method as a validationtool on Richard's equation (Richards 1931) , i.e. to validate simulation results with published Philip semi-analytical solution (Haverkamp et al. 1977; Kabala and Milly 1990) . Also, it is used to study the effect of uncertainty input parameters on variance of simulation output.
According to Namin and Boroomand (2012), Richard's equation numerical solution strategy is still a subject to research. In validating the simulation results to experimental and/or semi-analytical results, sensitivity analysis is one of the important steps that should be carried out, in the least to identify input parameter(s) responsible for discrepancy between simulation and experimental and/or semi-analytical results. There are studies on Richard's equation which would benefit from sensitivity analysis study, e.g. Ma et al. (2010) and Caviedes-Voullième et al. (2013) .
One of the simplest approachesto study sensitivity analysis is to assume ± 20% and ± 40% deviation from base value (Drouet et al. 2011 ).
Sensitivity analysis techniques
The relation of model output ( ) and array of model input parameters ( ) can be written in the following form:
㪀 ... (1) where could be multiple outputs in terms space and time, or a single model output. Morris (1991) 
Improved Morris method
where all terms are the same, except the mathematical operation is simpler than the previous one. 
where: and ∆ are simulation result before and after increment or decrement of ∆ value, i.e. ∆ which can either positive or negative value; is referring to the total number of trajectories; is elementary effect of input parameter at trajectory; and is standard deviation of input parameter.
Sobol' method
Sobol' method is based on decomposition of total unconditional variance, , on Eqn.
(1), into partial variances of increasing dimensionality (Sobol' 1990) :
Where , is the sum of partial variances that include main effects of each input parameter, − − , includes all the partial variances of two input parameters interaction, and the main effects.The E indicates expectation operator, and V is the variance operator.
The partial variances of Eqn.(9) divided by total unconditional variance to give:
where is first order (or main effect) index, is second order index, i.e. also known as interaction effect between parameter i and j, and subsequently for other terms in Eqn. (10) .The equation is exclusive for all input parameters that are independent, i.e. orthogonal, from each other.
The ratio of partial variances (e.g. , , etc) to total variance ( ) indicates that all the sensitivity indices are scaled between 0 and 1 interval. When the summation of all first order indices gives unity, i.e. , the model is known as additive, i.e. without any interaction effect. Hence, the residual of indicates interaction effects that could be a combination of second order or higher orders.
The total effect index ( ) for each input parameter is given by:
As an example, if , total effect index would be given by:
where , 㪀 , and 
where , and are model outputs, in Eqns. (13) and (14 (13) and (14), we need two matrixes (A and B), i.e. 㪀 , and input parameters of for each input parameter, i.e. . In our study we used ⌟⌟⌟ rows and columns, i.e. due to 8 input parameters. In total,
we have to simulate for 㪀 ⌟⌟⌟ 㪀 ⌟⌟⌟⌟ runs. The greater the value the better the estimation of sensitivity indices as stated by Nossent et al. (2011) , where they have demonstrated that a value of 12,000 for 26 input parameters is sufficient to obtain reliable estimation.
The governing equation of water flow in unsaturated soil, and its numerical solution
The Eqn. (15) was approximated numerically and its algebra was implemented in FORTRAN 2008 using Simply FORTRAN Integrated Development Environment. The spatial discretization method used is termed as cell-centered finite difference. The finite difference algebra for Eqn. (15), i.e. used for sensitivity analysis in the current study is as following:
where: is indicates a cell-centered number in z-direction in cartesian coordinate system; ∆ (s) is time-step size; 
The constitutive functions of matric pressure head ( ) and hydraulic conductivity ( )
The constitutive functions implemented are from Haverkamp et al. (1977) : ) is saturated hydraulic conductivity.
Input parameters considered for local and global sensitivity analysis
Referring to Eqns. (17) and (18), there are basically 8 input parameters from Richard's equations. Out of those input parameters, 3 parameters are relating to hydraulic conductivity of soil medium, i.e. Eqn. (18) , while the other 5 parameters are inputs for matric pressure head, Eqn. (17) . All the parameters are listed in Table 1 . The uncertainty range for each parameter was developed based on either input parameter uncertainty or numerical input parameter uncertainty.
For time-step size and spatial discretization size, they are termed as numerical input parameters because their influence on simulation output is depending on the implemented numerical solution, e.g. . 
where: is the number of cell; and is the total number of cell. The calculation of MBR was carried out for each time-step. A perfect simulation would give a MBR value of unity, and any increasing or decreasing in the value is indicating unwanted creation or loss of mass, respectively. Also, it should be noted that the MBR equation change according to the governing equation simulated. Mass balance ratio at different simulation times, i.e. 10 5 , 10 6 and 3x10 6 s, at a time-step size of 500 s. Note that ∆z is spatial spacing size, and ∆t is time-step size. Figure 1 shows the MBR of the simulation is unity from 10 to 600 s of time-step size. Hence, in considering the increasing number of iteration due to increasing time-step value, the time-step was taken as 500 s. By using the time-step, the simulation was preceded from 500 to 3x10 6 s, and MBR in Figure 2 does not show any sign of mass balance problem. The effect of convergence value (CV) on MBR and iteration number was investigated (see Figure 4) . At low convergence value, 10-3 m3 m-3, it produced a MBR of 0.889, despite it poses a desire property of having a low number of iteration. This is a serious mass problem, as 0.889 is equivalent to a mass loss of 11.1% resulted by a single time-step before completing 105 s of simulation time. This could be explained by the fact that setting CV at 10-3 m3 m-3 is about accepting an error of 0.8 % and 0.2 % of and , respectively, for each cell of the simulation medium. Thus, at lower CV value would only result in unity MBR. Therefore, we stress the limit by setting MBR at 10-12 m3 m-3, i.e. two orders of magnitude lower than 10-10 m3 m-3 that there is no significant change observed on the simulated value of volumetric water content, as shown in Figure 5 . The effects of time-step and spatial spacing size on the volumetric water content were not investigated here because those two parameters would be investigated in the sensitivity analysis as with other parameters. The iteration methods of Jacobi and modified Newton-Raphson were compared. It was found that the minimum iteration number from the latter was equivalent to the iteration number from the former, when the relaxation factor of the latter was set to unity. Reducing the relaxation factor from unity would result in increasing iteration number. The numerical solution of Eqn. (15) did not exhibit convergent problem, thus, Jacobi iteration method is sufficient.
Statistical measures
In order to determine the goodness of fit between the data and the simulated results, some statistical equations were implemented. The equations are mean of residual error (M) and absolute residual errors (MA), respectively as following (Zheng and Bennett 2002) :
where: ‫ݐ‬ is the simulated data at cell ; and R is the analytical solution at cell .
Simulation results and its accuracy
Based on the conditions as stated in previous section, water infiltration into Yolo light clay was simulated up to 3x10 6 s. Data on Philip's semi-analytical solution were collected from Haverkamp et al. (1977) . Simulation results were compared with the data to verify the simulation ( Figure 6 ). Before referring to any statistical measure, it was evident that the simulation results slightly under-predicted the infiltration flow of water front ( Figure 7 ). (1977) and Kabala and Milly (1990) , respectively.
Statistical equations, i.e. Eqns. (20) and (21), were used to justify goodness of fit between the simulated results and Philip's semi-analytical solution, as indicated by Philip(H) as in Figure 7 , to further justify the reliability. The result is tabulated in Table 2 . The mean of residual error (M) and absolute residual errors (MA) are having similar values, but the former value is in negative sign. This indicates that there is no single simulated data greater than the semi-analytical solution. Otherwise, the M value would be lesser than its current value. These statistical results are agreed with the observation in Figure 7 . In addition to this, the statistical results, in Table 2 , also indicates that the developed computer simulation source code was indeed working properly. In order to further reinforce the previous claim, some data was extracted from Kabala and Milly (1990) , as indicated by Philip(K) as in Figure 8 , for further comparison. Figure 8 shows that there is a small discrepancy between Philip(K) and Philip(H), but the former is relatively closer to the simulation results than the latter. At this point of observation, we are not able to determine which of the solutions provided from the literature is accurate. However, results from the figures and table clearly indicate that the simulated result is lesser than the Philip's semi-analytical solution. Therefore, sensitivity analysis was carried out to determine the sensitivity coefficient for all input parameters, and use the sensitivity analysis results to assess the model simulation based on the assumption that possibly the significant digits approximation, as in Table 1 , could be contributing to the under prediction of the volumetric water content of the simulation.
As mentioned in previous section, we broadly termed the former as numerical input uncertainty and the latter as input parameter uncertainty.We justify the latter selection because the degree of uncertainty in the input parameters was not given, i.e. the published input data could be different from the exact value used by Haverkamp et al. (1977) in simulating his results.Therefore, sensitivity analysis was carried out to determine the effect of the uncertainties influence on simulation outputs. Moreover, sensitivity analysis is one of the most important steps in evaluating the effect of input parameter on simulation results, and it is also used by other researchers for model validation (Stange et 
Local sensitivity analysis
Negligible sensitivity response could be resulted by too small perturbation size, and inaccuracy in sensitivity response could be due to too large perturbation size (Poeter and Hill 1998). The input parametervalues were subjected to a perturbation size between -5% and 5% as suggested by Zheng and Bennett (2002) .Some other perturbation sizes used by researchers, for example, 90 % in Vereecken et al. (1990) , 20% in De Roo and Offermans (1995), and 10% in Davis et al. (1997) . In considering the simulation time, we limit the sensitivity analysis to a simulation time of 10 5 s. The sensitivity analysis study was based on a single perturbation size of increment or decrement in each simulation. 
Global sensitivity analysis
Based on Morris method, only the input parameters separated fromthe origin of relation versus * is considered important. From Figure 10 , two groups of input parameter could be identified. Those important parameters were , saturated volumetric water content ( ) and spatial discretization size ( ∆ ). The number of significantly important parameters was reduced from 10 to 3. Those parameters considered unimportant that they have limited influence on model output were: , residual volumetric water content ( ), initial volumetric water content of the medium ( ‫ݐ‬ ), from matric suction relation (Eqn. (17)); , and saturated hydraulic conductivity ( ) from hydraulic conductivity relation (Eqn. (18)); time-step size (∆ ) as numerical input parameter. The significant influence from parameter was expected as the previous study on local sensitivity analysis has shown similar result (Goh and Noborio 2013) . However, the parameters and were unexpected. In parameter ranking, based on the values of * , was indeed the most important parameter, and then, followed by , , and so on. It is widely accepted that the absolute mean value of elementary effect is to indicate the influence of parameter on model output (Saltelli et al. 2004; Saltelli et al. 2008a ). Hence, a wide input range, in Table 1 In original Morris sampling strategy (Morris 1991) , geometric distance between trajectories were not considered.
This method is acceptable when a large number of random trajectories are generated, because all the input space of parameters would be fully explored. In search for cost effective sensitivity analysis tool to reduce computational time, Table 3 . First order sensitivity index ( ) and total effect index ( ) on input parameters. Note that is residual volumetric water content, is saturated volumetric water content, is saturated hydraulic conductivity, and , , and are fitting coefficients. ‫ݐ‬ , and are initial spatial discretization size and time-step size, respectively Figure 13 ; Water infiltration profile by numerical solution and semi-analytical solution. The validation was carried out with at 3.5 and spatial discretization size at 0.1 cm. The initially simulated water profile is also included in the graph for comparison purpose.
The total simulation time was 10 5 s.
In previous section, water infiltration was simulated using Richard's equation and was found to under predict the semi-analytical solution, refer to Figures 6-8. An overall summary of global sensitivity analysis has indicated that three important parameters, i.e. ∆ , and , out of 10 parameters. This suggests the parameters have significant influence on model outputs. Based on the sensitivity analysis results, to increase the advancement of water infiltration profile is either to reduce single or a combination parameters among ∆ , and . The value cannot be less than 0.495 m
Conclusions
Global sensitivity analysis tool of Morris method with extended sampling strategy, i. variance-based method, of which * has shown consistent relation with total effect index ( ). The global sensitivity analysis also managed to identify three important parameters, of which the spatial discretization size ( ∆ ) was later found responsible for the discrepancy observed. This analysis suggests a better spatial numerical scheme should be implemented, or the numerical scheme would have to use a smaller ∆ for accurate simulation. In addition, a great proportion of total output variance was contributed by and , which suggests a higher parameter significant digits published withlower input value uncertainty would reduce their variance contribution on the total output.
